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Abstract
Analogical proportions are statements of the form “$A$ is to $B$ as $C$ is to $D$.” Analogies have been used in various reasoning and classification tasks, addressing different domains. Representation learning has enabled interesting progress in various analogy reasoning applications, where it focuses on the challenge of obtaining a vector representation of complex data. In the biomedical domain, representation learning has been adapted to patient data to solve various tasks such as predicting readmission, diagnosis, and length of stay. In this paper, we focus on the particular task of patient-stay identification, i.e., does a hospital stay belong to a patient or not? This constitutes a building block for addressing key biomedical tasks such as patient matching and privacy preservation. We propose a prototypical architecture that combines patient-stay representation learning and the analogical reasoning framework. For evaluation, we constitute sets of analogies from real-word Electronic Health Records, where objects are patient-stay representations learned from the data. We enrich our analogies using analogical properties and use them to train a neural model to detect whether an analogy is valid. We define three first experimental setups to address our task, present our empirical results, and discuss further perspectives.
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1. Introduction
An analogical proportion, or simply analogy, is a quaternary relation involving four objects $A$, $B$, $C$, and $D$ that draws a parallel between the relation between $A$ and $B$ and the relation between $C$ and $D$, and that supports analogical reasoning. There are two common tasks associated with...
analyses, namely, analogy detection and analogy solving. Analogy detection aims at deciding whether a quadruple \((A, B, C, D)\) constitutes a valid analogy. Analogy solving aims at finding an \(x\) that makes \(A : B :: C : x\) a valid analogy. Analogy reasoning has been applied to different Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks such as mining paradigm tables in linguistics and image generation [1, 2].

Representation learning consists of learning low-dimension feature representations (i.e., embeddings) from data. These embeddings, or vector representations, of objects (i.e., words, images, characters, etc.) underpin much of modern machine learning and have demonstrated impressive performance on various downstream NLP tasks. For instance, Lim et al. [3] proposed a deep learning model to tackle analogies using semantic embeddings. Their architecture integrates the characteristics of analogies by design and relies heavily on pretrained GloVe embeddings [4]. These embeddings were not trained explicitly to find analogies; yet they were able to detect differences between objects. Hertzmann et al. [5] proposed an analogical framework to learn “image filters” between a pair of images to create an “analogous” filtered result on a third image. The generated image \(D\) should relate to \(C\) in the same way as \(B\) relates to \(A\). Alsaidi et al. [6] developed a neural approach and used character-based embeddings to detect morphological analogies between words.

Analogies have not been sufficiently exploited in healthcare, which thus motivates our work. However, practitioners unconsciously use analogical reasoning (i.e., medical reasoning) in their daily clinical practice to understand the possible causes for a disease diagnosis and prognosis by linking visible signs and symptoms that have been observed among different patients. In addition, several machine learning methods were applied to investigate analogies in healthcare. For instance, Casteleiro et al. [7] utilized analogies to infer disease treatments from statements extracted from text. In their work, they try to extract biomedical facts by analogical reasoning from embeddings. Dynomant et al. [8] used analogical proportions to compare embedding methods trained on a corpus of French health-related documents (i.e., discharge summary, procedure reports, and prescriptions). Analogical proportions were applied on the embeddings of medical documents to verify if \((\hat{A} - \hat{B}) + \hat{C} \approx \hat{D}\), thus allowing to check whether the similarity between \(A\) and \(B\) is similar to the one between \(C\) and \(D\). An example of an analogical proportion they obtain is “\((\text{cardiology} - \text{heart}) + \text{lung} \approx \text{pneumology}\)” Rather et al. [9] used analogical proportions to identify hidden or unknown biomedical knowledge from free text resources. They proposed analogical proportions of the form “\(\text{acetaminophen is a type of drug as diabetes is a type of disease}\)”.

In this paper, we aim to explore how the analogy framework can help in solving tasks relevant to the healthcare domain. We propose two models that learn patient-stay representations (i.e., learn a vector representation of all the patient EHR data collected during a single stay) to detect analogies in healthcare. To do so, we define two crucial steps that are (1) the learning of embeddings adapted to patient data, and (2) the definition of a neural network dedicated to learn formal properties of analogy. As for the network, we use the same model that was proposed by Lim et al. [3] for word semantics, and later adapted by Alsaidi et al. [6] by incorporating character-based embeddings for morphological analogies. We argue that the framework itself has the potential to be applied in a wide range of domains, and we propose to use it here for healthcare applications, namely, for the patient identification task we introduce below.

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are real world healthcare data that have been used to
train predictive models (including neural network models) for different biomedical tasks, e.g., predicting patient mortality, hospital readmission, length of stay, etc. These EHRs consist of clinical and administrative data collected during patient hospital stays in the form of both structured and unstructured data. Structured data generally includes diagnostic codes, lab tests, demographics, admission-related information, etc. It can be either static, e.g., patient demographics, or temporal, e.g., vital signs. Unstructured data includes various documents in natural language such as clinical notes, nursing reports, discharge summaries, lab reports, etc.

For this work, we consider EHRs from the MIMIC-III (Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care, version 3) database [10] to learn patient representations (i.e., patient embeddings) by converting patient data from the raw EHRs to embeddings that can be further processed. MIMIC-III is a free publicly available hospital database containing de-identified patient health data. This database has been widely used by researchers conducting data mining and machine learning studies applied to healthcare.

Several neural network architectures have been developed to represent biomedical data. For instance, Si et al. [11] adapted a multi-level CNN to learn patient representations from clinical notes through a multi-task learning framework to predict patient mortality and length of stay. Zhang et al. [12] used GRU-based RNN to capture relationships between clinical events and employed attention mechanism to learn a personalized representation to predict patient’s future hospitalization using EHR data. Madhumita et al. [13] used a stacked denoising autoencoder and a paragraph vector model to learn generalized patient representations directly from clinical notes to predict patient mortality, primary diagnostic, procedural category, and patient gender. Zhang et al. [14] proposed two neural network architectures that enhance patient representation learning by combining sequential unstructured notes with structured data and evaluated these representations on 3 risk evaluation tasks (i.e., in-hospital mortality, 30-day hospital readmission, and length of stay prediction). In our paper, we learn patient-stay representations and consider the task of patient-stay identification. We think that the tools that address this task will serve as building blocks for more complex and key biomedical tasks, such as patient matching and privacy preservation checking [15, 16].

In this paper, we particularly propose to tackle this task by relying on the detection of analogies in healthcare. In Section 2, we define the setting of analogy that we work on. The models we propose to detect analogies are described in Section 3, along with the procedures we use for data augmentation, training, and evaluation. In Section 4, we provide a description of the MIMIC-III dataset and detail how we build our experimental dataset. We present our experiments and report our results in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss perspectives for future research.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:

- we propose an analogy based setting using patient-stay representations;
- we propose an embedding model to learn patient-stay representations;
- we display the performance of our classification model to detect analogies on patient-stay data.
2. Defining the task

As we defined previously, an analogy is a 4-ary relation written as \( A : B :: C : D \) and expressed as “\( A \) is to \( B \) as \( C \) is to \( D \)”. In this paper, we work on patient-stay analogies, i.e., on analogies involving hospital stay. In our setting, \( A, B, C, \) and \( D \) represent patient-stay representations. We define an analogy based setting on patient-stay data that we refer to as \textit{Identity setting}. For that, we consider patient-stay representations, which are vector representations of EHR data that belong to a single hospital stay. Based on the type of EHR data that we decide to include, our patient-stay representations can be made of a representation of either structured or unstructured data, or they can be made of the concatenation of both types of data. More details are provided in Section 5. For this setting, we propose to build analogies of the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s}_{i_1} & : \text{s}_{i_1}' \\
\text{s}_{i_2} & : \text{s}_{i_2}'
\end{align*}
\]

where \( s_i^j \) refers to the stay \( t \) of patient \( i \). Here, pairs of the analogy quadruples are made of two random stays belonging to the same patient. Since there is no constraint on the order of stays, \( s_{i_1}^1 \) can happen before \( s_{i_2}^1 \) or the inverse. Note that \( i_1 \) and \( i_2 \) can be the same patient, and that \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), or \( t_3 \) and \( t_4 \), can represent the same time stamp. Furthermore, \( t_1 \) and \( t_3 \) or \( t_2 \) and \( t_4 \) can be the same when \( i_1 = i_2 \) (but not when \( i_1 \neq i_2 \)). The \textit{Identity setting} finds applications in several tasks relevant to biomedical informatics, including:

- data cleaning,
- data privacy related application,
- patient matching.

Data cleaning applications in the health domain involve repairing or removing patient health data that is inaccurate, incorrectly structured, duplicative, or incomplete. In data cleaning applications, we can associate an erroneously affected sample of data to the patient it belongs. Privacy related applications include verifying if patient data is de-identified, and whether it can be re-identified using different systems. Patient matching is defined as the identification and linking of one patient’s data within and across health databases in order to obtain a comprehensive view of that patient’s health care record [17]. In patient matching, we try to match patient-related information, either a single patient data (e.g., a document) or full EHR data, that can coexist in one or several databases.

In this paper, we try to match \textit{patient-stay representations} to the patient they belong to. We focus on the task of patient-stay identification, where we aim to determine if a particular hospital stay belongs to a certain patient. We address this task by learning a model to classify such quadruples into valid and invalid analogies. In this sense, we implement the task of analogy detection that aims to determine if a quadruple is a valid analogy. For our \textit{Identity setting}, we define a \textit{valid analogy} as a quadruple of four stays \( (s_{i_1}^1, s_{i_2}^1, s_{i_3}^2, s_{i_4}^2) \), where each pair of two stays belong to a single patient \( i_j \); other forms of analogies are considered invalid.

3. Proposed Approach

Our model is made of two components: an embedding model and a classification model. The second takes as input patient-stay representations computed by the first (see Section 3.1).
Our embedding model is trained along with the classification model. We also detail the data augmentation procedure in Section 3.2, and describe the training and evaluation protocols that we followed in Section 3.3.

### 3.1. Embedding and Classification Models
The models described in this subsection are schematized in Figure 1.

**Embedding Model.** As our embedding model, we adapt the Fusion CNN model that was developed by Zhang et al. [14] to obtain patient-stay representations. They proposed a neural network architecture that combines structured and unstructured data to obtain patient representations. The model consists of five parts: static information encoder, temporal signals embeddings, sequential notes representation, patient representation, and output layer that is used to predict three different clinical tasks.

In this work, we restricted structured data to static information, i.e., demographics ($Z_{demo}$) and admission-related information ($Z_{adm}$), omitting deliberately vitals in this first attempt. Our model is thus made of static information encoder and sequential notes representation that are used to obtain patient-stay representations as illustrated by the left frame of Figure 1. The static categorical features are encoded as one-hot vectors through the static information encoder. The output of the encoder is $Z_{static} = [Z_{demo}; Z_{adm}]$, where $[Z_{demo}; Z_{adm}]$ is the concatenation of $Z_{demo}$ and $Z_{adm}$. $Z_{static}$ forms one part of the full patient-stay representation. As shown in Figure 1, the clinical notes representation part is made of a document embedding model, 2 convolutional layers, a max-pooling layer, and a flatten layer. To learn the document embeddings of the clinical notes, we use paragraph vectors (i.e., Doc2Vec) [18]. The document embeddings are passed to the convolutional layers and max-pooling layers. The output of the max-pooling layer is then flattened into $Z_{notes}$, the latent representation of the clinical notes. Based on the type of data that we decide to consider for our experiments, the final patient-stay representation can be made of the representation of only static information (i.e., $Z_{static}$), the
representation of only clinical notes (i.e., $Z_{\text{note}}$), or the concatenation of the representation of clinical notes and static information (i.e., $Z_{\text{patient-stay}} = [Z_{\text{static}}; Z_{\text{note}}]$). The final patient-stay representation is then passed to our classification model to detect analogies.

**Classification Model.** As in Alsaidi et al. [6], we adapt the neural architecture in Lim et al. [3] to our patient-stay setting. Our classification model determines if an analogy $A : B :: C : D$ is valid by verifying if $A$ and $B$ differ in the same way as $C$ and $D$. The architecture of the classification model is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which takes as input the embeddings of size $n$ of four elements $A, B, C, D$. We stack them to get a matrix of size $n \times 4$. The CNN is made of three layers as depicted in the right frame of Figure 1. The first convolutional layer with 128 filters of 1 by 2 is applied on the embeddings, such that it analyses each pair separately without overlaps and measures how $A$ and $B$, and how $C$ and $D$ differ for each component. The second convolutional layer with 64 filters of 2 by 2 is applied on the resulting matrix, after which the result is flattened into a $64 \times (n - 1)$ unidimensional vector and used as input of a fully connected dense layer that produces a single output. The second layer aims at checking if the difference between $A$ and $B$ is the same as the one between $C$ and $D$. If $A$ and $B$ are different in the same way as $C$ and $D$, then $A : B :: C : D$ is a valid analogy. The last layer aggregates this information using a sigmoid activation to get a result (i.e., output of the classification model) between 0 (for invalid analogies) and 1 (for valid analogies). All layers, except the last one, use Regularized Linear Unit (ReLU) as activation function.

### 3.2. Data Augmentation

Deep neural network approaches require large amounts of data. Therefore we took advantage of properties of analogies to produce additional proportions based on our dataset in a process called data augmentation. Previous works [19, 20, 21] have proposed postulates that analogies should obey. For this study, we consider the following:

- $A : B :: A : B$ (reflexivity);
- $A : A :: C : C$ (inner reflexivity);
- $A : B :: C : D \rightarrow C : D :: A : B$ (symmetry);
- $A : B :: C : D \rightarrow B : A :: D : C$ (inner symmetry);
- $A : B :: C : D \rightarrow A : C :: B : D$ (central permutation).

Based on the definition of our analogical setting, we can apply all the above-mentioned postulates to generate valid analogical proportions except for central permutation, which can only be applied in the very particular case when $i_1 = i_2$. When $i_1 \neq i_2$, central permutation cannot be applied to increase our dataset as it would enable to associate stays of distinct patients, which is inconsistent with the aim of the Identity setting. Note that from reflexivity and central permutation we can deduce inner reflexivity. As reflexivity forces $i_1 = i_2$, applying it in cases where $i_1 \neq i_2$ would result in a case where $i_1 = i_2$.

For the cases where $i_1 \neq i_2$, given a valid analogy we can generate eight additional valid analogical proportions, namely

- $C : D :: A : B$, 


\[ \text{D} : \text{C} :: \text{B} : \text{A}, \]
\[ \text{B} : \text{A} :: \text{D} : \text{C}, \]
\[ \text{A} : \text{A} :: \text{C} : \text{C}, \]
\[ \text{B} : \text{A} :: \text{C} : \text{D}, \]
\[ \text{A} : \text{B} :: \text{D} : \text{C}, \]
\[ \text{C} : \text{D} :: \text{B} : \text{A}, \]
\[ \text{D} : \text{C} :: \text{A} : \text{B}; \]

and two invalid analogical proportions, namely
\[ \text{D} : \text{A} :: \text{B} : \text{C} \]
\[ \text{A} : \text{C} :: \text{B} : \text{D}. \]

For cases where \( i_1 = i_2 \), we apply reflexivity to generate one more valid analogical proportion, namely \( \text{A} : \text{B} :: \text{A} : \text{B} \). Note that for cases where \( i_1 = i_2 \), invalid analogical proportions would be considered valid.

### 3.3. Training and Evaluation

As mentioned, we define a valid analogy as a quadruple of four stays \((s_{i1}^{11}, s_{i2}^{11}, s_{i3}^{12}, s_{i4}^{12})\), where each pair of two stays belong to a single patient \( i_j \). For each analogy in the dataset, we start by embedding the four stays. We augment the embeddings using the postulates that we recalled in Section 3.2. As a result, we generate 9 valid analogical proportions (i.e., positive examples) and 2 invalid analogical proportions for cases where \( i_1 \neq i_2 \). For cases where \( i_1 = i_2 \), we obtain \(10 + 2 = 12\) valid analogical proportions and no invalid analogical proportions. For optimization, we use the Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE) loss. To evaluate the classification model we use the same data augmentation process as for training, and we compute the accuracy and F1 score.

### 4. Dataset description

For our experiments, we used EHRs from the MIMIC-III [10] as a source of patient medical history data. MIMIC-III is a critical care database developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)’s Laboratory for Computational Physiology and distributed by PhysioNet [22]. The database is publicly available, where it is accessible to researchers after finishing a HIPAA training course demanded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The database contains health-related information associated with all patients admitted to the ICU (Intensive Care Unit) of Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center between the years 2001 and 2012. It encompasses data of more than 40,000 ICU patients with more than 60,000 ICU stays. All patients’ data has been de-identified in accordance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). The dataset contains various types of data such as patient demographics, vital signs, lab test results, medications, hospital length of stay, procedures, clinical notes, diagnosis codes (ICD-9), imaging reports, etc.

To build our dataset, we keep only adult patients (i.e., patients aged 18 and above) with at least two admissions. As we do not define any order constraint, we obtain all the permutations...
of all the stays belonging to a patient. We organize our dataset in a way where each pair of stay is associated to the patient it belongs to: \((S_1, S_2, PATIENT\_ID)\), where \(S_1\) corresponds to \(s_{i_1}^1\), \(S_2\) corresponds to \(s_{i_2}^1\), and the associated \(PATIENT\_ID\) that represents \(i_1\). We obtain a dataset made of 46,986 triples, where for each two pairs of stays we produce an analogy. For our experiments, we use all hospital stays associated with randomly selected 200 patients. We use the data augmentation process to generate positive and negative examples. For training and evaluation, we perform a random split (using a fixed random seed) in a training set of 70\% of the extracted analogies, the remaining 30\% serving as the test set. We end up with 939,638 analogies for training and 402,703 for testing. To maintain reasonable training and evaluation time, we randomly selected 50,000 analogies from the training set and 50,000 analogies from the testing set.

5. Experiment Setup

We now present the three experiments that we conducted in the Identity setting. In Section 5.1, we describe the patient-stay features that we consider and the data preprocessing that we performed for structured and unstructured data. We describe the implementation details in Section 5.2. The results of our experiments are reported in Section 5.3 and discussed further in this section. The code used for our experiments is written in Python 3.9 and PyTorch and is available in the repository https://github.com/Safa-98/patient-stay-analogy.

5.1. Stay Features and Data Preprocessing

We consider both structured (i.e., demographics and admission-related information) and unstructured data (i.e., clinical notes) to define our analogies. In this subsection, we describe the patient-stay features that are utilized by our model and some data preprocessing details.

**Static information.** In our experiments, our static information consists of demographic information and admission-related information. For demographic information, we extract patient’s age, gender, marital status, ethnicity, and insurance information. We keep only adult patients (i.e., patients aged 18 and above). We split the age into 5 groups \([18, 25], [25, 45], [45, 65], [65, 89]\) and \([89, +\infty]\). For admission-related information, we include admission type as features.

**Clinical notes.** Nursing, Nursing/Other, Physician, and Radiology notes make up the majority of clinical notes in MIMIC-III database. For each hospital stay, we only kept notes that belong to these 4 categories. We excluded notes that have an error tag and notes that lack a hospital admission id.

5.2. Implementation Details

To build our corresponding cohorts, we performed the preprocessing described in the previous section to obtain our patient-stay features. Patients without any records of clinical notes or with notes that do not belong to the 4 categories defined above were removed. We computed the median of notes per hospital admission to determine the number of clinical notes to extract.
Table 1

Accuracy and F1 score (both in %) of 3 runs of the classification model. Embeddings used are concatenation of static information and clinical notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 epochs</td>
<td>98.41 ± 1.56</td>
<td>68.22 ± 1.94</td>
<td>95.79 ± 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 epochs</td>
<td>94.89 ± 1.74</td>
<td>72.08 ± 1.68</td>
<td>94.30 ± 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 epochs</td>
<td>96.85 ± 1.75</td>
<td>70.31 ± 1.94</td>
<td>95.20 ± 0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

per hospital admission. Therefore, we kept the first 12 notes, and used padding (i.e., completion with zeros) for hospital admissions with less than 12 notes.

For the unsupervised Doc2Vec model [18], we finetune it on the training set to obtain the document-level embeddings using the Gensim toolkit [23]. For the training algorithm, we use PV-DBOW (Paragraph vector-Distributed Bag of Words). We set the number of training epochs as 30, the initial learning rate as 0.025, the learning rate decay as 0.0002, and the dimension of vectors as 200 to train. The Fusion CNN model is trained with Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 and ReLU as the activation function. The chosen batch size is 64.

In this paper we perform three experiments. In the first, we consider both structured and unstructured data. Therefore, we obtain our patient-stay representation by concatenating the representations of clinical notes along with static information. In this experiment, we verify if a particular hospital stay belongs to a patient by looking at both the structured and unstructured data associated with each stay. In the second, we only consider unstructured data, which means that our patient-stay representations are based solely on the representations of clinical notes. Therefore, by looking at clinical notes associated with a single hospital stay, we check if a particular hospital stay belongs to a patient. In the third, we only consider structured data, which means that our patient-stay representations are based solely on the representations of static information (i.e., demographics and admission-related information). Therefore, we verify if a particular hospital stay belongs to a patient by looking at the static information that is associated with a hospital stay.

5.3. Results and Discussion

As mentioned previously, we conducted three experiments that mainly differ in what type of data was used to obtain our patient-stay representations. For all the experiments, we used 50,000 analogies for training and evaluation, and applied the same procedure for data augmentation. We report the accuracy and F1 score for each experiment. The F1 score gives a better measure of the incorrectly classified cases than the accuracy metric.

For the first experiment, we fed our embedding model with both structured (i.e., demographics and admission-related information) and unstructured data (i.e., clinical notes). Our patient-stay representations are thus made of the concatenation of static information and clinical notes. We chose the epochs where the training loss is at the local minimum. We trained our model for 10, 20, and 40 epochs, with 3 different random initializations in each case. Our results are detailed in Table 1. Our model performs the best for positive examples. For 40 epochs, the model gives the best result for valid analogies and performs best for invalid analogies for 20 epochs.
Table 2
Accuracy and F1 score (both in %) of 3 runs of the classification model. Embeddings used are based on only clinical notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 epochs</td>
<td>88.52 ± 6.91</td>
<td>77.20 ± 6.92</td>
<td>95.64 ± 1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 epochs</td>
<td>97.71 ± 1.69</td>
<td>67.89 ± 2.43</td>
<td>94.74 ± 0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 epochs</td>
<td>92.05 ± 6.42</td>
<td>74.45 ± 7.39</td>
<td>94.90 ± 1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Accuracy and F1 score (both in %) of 3 runs of the classification model. Embeddings used are based on only static information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 epochs</td>
<td>99.98 ± 0.001</td>
<td>66.14 ± 0.04</td>
<td>96.37 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 epochs</td>
<td>99.98 ± 0.004</td>
<td>65.96 ± 0.31</td>
<td>96.35 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 epochs</td>
<td>99.98 ± 0.002</td>
<td>66.12 ± 0.13</td>
<td>96.33 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For our second experiment, we used only unstructured data, i.e., the $Z_{\text{note}}$ part of the embedding for the patient-stay representations. Our patient-stay representations thus consisted of only the representative of clinical notes. The training loss was at the local minimum for 15, 20, and 40 epochs. Therefore, we trained our model for 15, 20, and 40 epochs, with 3 different random initializations in each case. As shown in Table 2, our model performs the best for positive examples when we train by 20 epochs.

For our third experiment, we used only structured data, i.e., $Z_{\text{static}}$, to represent our patient-stay representations. Our training loss was at the local minimum for 15, 20, and 40 epochs. Therefore, we trained our model for 15, 20, and 40 epochs, with 3 different random initializations in each case. We report our results in Table 3. As seen, the accuracy for positive examples is high for all cases compared to negative examples where the accuracy drops.

In all our experiments, we can see that our model performs the best for positive examples regardless of whether we use $[Z_{\text{static}}; Z_{\text{note}}]$, only $Z_{\text{note}}$, or only $Z_{\text{static}}$ for the patient-stay representations. This can be explained as a result of the imbalance between positive and negative examples in the training data. Balancing the data would be the next step as it proved to be a good solution for [6] to get similar results for positive and negative examples. The accuracy for valid analogies is the highest when our embedding model is fed with only static information. Between the first and the second experiment, the accuracy is the highest for valid analogies when the patient-stay representations are made of the concatenation in contrast to when our patient-stay representations are made of only clinical notes. This indicates that adding or using static information when learning patient-stay representations, as in the first and third experiment, improves the performance of our model, where it allows the model to better distinguish the stays and to match them to the patient they belong to. We also notice that the accuracy for invalid analogies is the highest when the embedding model is fed with only clinical notes. For all performed experiments, the F1 score is high, which indicates that our model is able to correctly classify analogies to the class they belong to (i.e., valid or invalid).
To gain more insight into how our models perform, we conducted an error analysis where we noticed that most misclassifications were spotted in two cases.

1. **Cases where** $i_1 = i_2$.
   To recall, we do not generate invalid analogies for cases where $i_1 = i_2$; therefore, invalid analogy forms ($D: A :: B: C$ and $A: C :: B: D$) should be considered valid in these cases. In our error analysis, we noticed that when the four stays belong to the same patient, our model classifies the above-mentioned invalid analogy forms as invalid instead of valid. We believe that our model was not trained enough to distinguish these forms of analogies as there were less analogies with four stays belonging to the same patient generated in our dataset.

2. **Cases where representations are made of only clinical notes.**
   To recall, in our second experiment we only used the representations of clinical notes to obtain patient-stay representations. We noticed that when the category of the clinical notes is similar between two hospital stays or when two hospital stays have less than five clinical notes, our model struggles to distinguish between the two hospital stays. This indicates that in some cases using only clinical notes to learn patient-stay representations might not be sufficient as these notes might not contain enough information to help our model differentiate between two similar stays that belong to two distinct patients. As a result, the model would incorrectly match these two similar stays to the same patient.

In these experiments, we did not include temporal data, where we only used demographics and admission-related information as structured data. It would be interesting to also include temporal signals (i.e., vital signs) along with demographics and admission-related information as structured data. Our patient-stay representations would be then made of the concatenation of the representations of static information and temporal signals as structured data and the representation of clinical notes as unstructured data.

6. **Conclusion and Perspectives**

We adapted the approach in [3, 6] from semantic and morphological analogies to patient-stay analogies. Our prototypical architecture has some limits, but seems promising for the task of patient identification. Our classification model is flexible in terms of the analogies that it classifies. Changing the way the data is augmented will change the way the model behaves. Our model can be adapted to different healthcare applications through dedicated embedding models [24]. Inspired by [14], we implemented a model to build patient-stay representations. As mentioned in Section 5.3, there are multiple plausible improvements to our approach, in terms of balancing valid and invalid analogies as well as including other types of data to build our patient-stay representations. As we limited ourselves to analogy detection, a future work would be to address analogy solving in the same setting that would allow the generation of synthetic patient-stays.
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